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Morale and Productivity



EMERGENCY MEDICINE 52%

Burnout
By 

Specialty



Stress

American Psychological Association

75% state job is source of stress

> 50% state stress negatively affects 
productivity

50% are considering a new, less-stressful 
position

http://www.apa.org/helpcenter/work-stress.aspx


Workload 46%

Conflicts with other people  28%

Juggling personal and professional time  20%

Lack of job security 6%

Main causes of workplace anxiety

American Institute of Stress 







When 
generations 

collide

•Reduced profitability
•Loss of valuable employees
•Higher payroll costs
•Poor customer service
•Derailed careers
•Serious stress related health 
problems
•Wasted human potential









When employer cares 
about well being 





unwritten rules  
unspoken expectations





Boomers work hard to 
move up the ladder

Xers work hard to have 
more time to balance 
work and life 
responsibilities



Every generation 
wants very much to succeed

•Ask  questions
•Listen

















•Great Depression, WWII
•Rationing and Austerity
•Believe in hard work
•Waste-not, Want-not mentality
•Adverse to debt
•Strong belief in rules, law and order
•Stable families, divorce was rare
•Full employment, enjoyed rapidly 

improving schools for their children



•Large rise in birth - returning WWII soldiers
•First generation to reject values of parents
•Enjoyed student grants, low house prices
•Hold the reins of power
•Most economic clout
•Property owners  











•Committed to climbing the ladder 
of success

•Accept people on an equal basis as 
long as perform to their standards. 



1/3 are grandparents

¼ have divorced, remarried and have second or third 
sets of children

On the brink of retiring in droves

Many plan to work > age 65



Sandwich 
Generation
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• 1/3 are grandparents
•¼ have divorced, remarried and have 

second or third sets of children
•On the brink of retiring in droves
•Many plan to work > age 65

•Work Ethic = Worth ethic



Generation X



Generation X



• Independent and 
Creative
•Xers have clear goals
•Prefer managing own 
time and solving own 
problems rather than 
managed by a 
supervisor



•Never known economic good times
•Little hope of buying a home
•Student debt
• Job lasts avg. of 15 months,

(10 years for BB)
•Resolve to achieve a better work-
life balance



Shaped by technology 
Web is central to work and life









•Positive social 
changers
•More tolerant of 
different 
religions,             
races, and         
sexual orientation















New breed







New breed



üEclectic
üSelf-reliant
üAdaptable
üResourceful
üSkeptical

ü Want to build a career
ü Skeptical about 

organizations
ü Like team environment
ü Prefer time with family
ü Work should be fun





Don’t want conventional “job”

Want to work for themselves and make up own rules

71% of Millennials at “regular” jobs prefer to quit current job & 
work for themselves 

60% plan to jump ship in next 2 years

Most work at multiple jobs during their first decade, rather than 
build equity at one job



On A Mission

ü Want to do something that really 
matters

ü Want a “mission,” not just a job
ü 87% consider company’s 

commitment to social and 
environmental causes when 
deciding where to work

ü Drawn to organizations with a 
mission to transform the world













Be flexible

Thing outside your own generational context

Look for shared values

Examine how and why you think

Create a culture of mutual respect





If we can build an environment 
in which people can 

learn and grow, 
the grass will not be greener 

on the other side 
Libby Sartain, SR. VP of human resources, Yahoo





The big ask!

•Stop trying to figure out which generation               
is right and which is wrong

•Figure out how to manage them appropriately
Make adjustments to recruit, retain & lead
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